OUTSOURCING OPORTUNITIES IN BPO SECTOR

1. INBOUND MARKETING
Inbound marketing is the most effective way to generate leads, but it consumes a lot of energy. Out
sourcing the integrated programs help to get the inbound efforts managed properly.
2. BLOG OUTSOURCING
All business has their own blog launched late with less than enviable results. However, do they
generate a good amount of traffic? To drive loyal visitors to company website, log management
should be outsourced.
3. TAX
One of the main areas which business can feel free to outsource is tax. Hire a professional and save
money on cost and save your time.
4. MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Marketing is a critical element that helps to bring success in business. Company might have a great
business with great products and the world must know that. Therefore, there is a need to outsource
the marketing of Businesses to a reliable partner.
5. PAYROLL
Hiring an outside service provider to manage payroll will help to improve bottom-line.
6. ADVERTISING & PROMOTIONS
Advertising and promotions cannot bring success if it is done in-house as being too close to the
product and service might water down the right channel to market it. So, outsource it.
7. CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Customer service is one of the essential aspects that Businesses need to outsource. To make
customer get the quality service, hire the right contact center.
8. DATA ENTRY
Businesses can outsource an errand of services and data entry is one among them, which most
business prefers to outsource.
9. ACCOUNTING
It is a heavy task where Businesses have to waste a lot of time and energy. To focus on the core
tasks, outsource accounting job to outside services and save on cost.
10. SCHEDULING
One of the tedious tasks is to set the schedules of various meeting. Outsourcing schedule setting is a
big benefit for those large brands that have to handle large schedules every day.
11. SOCIAL MEDIA

Businesses can allow the outsourcing company to handle their social media profiles, as it is difficult
on their part to visit the social sites often.
12. TECHNICAL ASPECTS
Businesses need to outsource the technical matters to experts who have given their dedicated time
to learn about the back-end of a website.
13. BOOK KEEPING
Outsourcing companies can make entries quickly and accurately that too at a low cost.
14. WEB DEVELOPMENT
Web development is the huge factor that Businesses can outsource to save a large amount. If their
site looks good, Businesses can bring added revenue.
15. SALES TRAINING
Sales training is good to outsource as it helps to make product presentable before the target market
with deeper insight.
16. PLANT CLEARING
Plant clearing is one of the essential things that Businesses must outsource in this competitive
market. It helps to keep the price lean, yet generate amazing results.
17. ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS
Administration is an essential thing that most business likes to outsource. They do not get the
dedicated time to manage the administrative aspects for their business, so it is good to hire a
professional to supervise those tasks.
18. SEO
Hire a dedicated outsourcing service to manage the SEO tactics of the website.
19. APPOINTMENT SETTING
A plus point for the insurers who have to meet their target clients regularly is to outsource their
appointment setting. For them, having a present appointment is necessary.
20. CONTENT MARKETING
It is good to share quality and original contents, and if Businesses hire a pro or a professional team of
content marketers, then they can definitely enrich their business website.
21. ANSWERING SERVICES
It helps to manage the customer queries especially in a medical department or hospitals, where
people do not like to have a call-in queue.
22. MARKET RESEARCH
Just to leverage Businesses market research campaigns should be outsourced. Businesses can know
how well their product can survive the market competition with the help of market research
campaigns.

